An outstanding question concerning the underdoped cuprate concerns the true nature of their Fermi surface which appears as a set of disconnected arcs. Theoretical models have proposed two distinct possibilities: (1) each arc is the observable part of a partially-hidden closed pocket, and (2) each arc is open, truncated at its apparent ends. We show that measurements of the variation of the interlayer resistance with the direction of a magnetic field parallel to the layers can qualitatively distinguish closed pockets from open arcs. This is possible because the field can be oriented such that all electrons on arcs encounter a large Lorentz force and resulting magnetoresistance whereas some electrons on pockets escape the effect by moving parallel to the field.
The Fermi surface (FS) of underdoped cuprates in the pseudogap state appears, in electronic spectrum measurements, as four short arcs near diagonals of the Brillouin zone [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . These arcs neither close back on themselves nor terminate at zone boundaries, which are the only possibilities for a conventional FS, but rather end abruptly within the zone interior. According to some theoretical pictures [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , each apparently open spectral arc is just the observable segment of a closed Fermi surface pocket (the missing side of the pocket is claimed to be present but undetected because of its lower spectral weight). In contrast, others propose that truly open arcs, without any closed pockets, comprise the FS. [14] [15] [16] In this Letter, we show that the interlayer magnetoresistance (IMR) is qualitatively different for closed pockets and open arcs. Hence, the IMR measurements we propose should be able to rule out a whole class of theoretical models for the pseudogap state.
Though quasiparticle peaks on the arcs are broad in zero magnetic field, the observation of quantum oscillations (QOs) in underdoped cuprates [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] indicates that sharp quasiparticles are present in high fields. Based on their frequency, the oscillations may be plausibly attributed to quasiparticles on the spectral arcs [22] but either closed pockets or open arcs [23] can accommodate QOs. To elucidate the connection between QOs and the nature of the spectral arcs we need a complementary probe, one that accesses the high-field phase where QOs are seen and determines whether the quasiparticles more likely live on a closed or open FS.
The dependence of the IMR on the direction of the magnetic field has proven to be a powerful probe of Fermi surface properties in overdoped cuprates [24] [25] [26] . We have previously proposed that it can be used to map the anisotropy of a weak pseudogap [27] . Significant IMR effects require a magnetic field strong enough that the cyclotron frequency ω C is of order the scattering rate τ −1 , the same condition needed for QOs [28] . When the field B is in the conducting layers, only quasiparticles moving parallel to B, which feel no Lorentz force, avoid a large classical magnetoresistance to interlayer current. Two classes of FS can be distinguished by their qualitatively different B dependencies. In the first, a quasi-2D system, there are certain to be quasiparticles somewhere on the FS with velocity parallel to any particular B. In the second, that of quasi-1D metals, it is possible to choose a B along which no quasiparticles are moving. We argue that Fermi pockets fall into the first (2D) class of FS and open Fermi arcs into the second (1D) class, so that they may be distinguished by IMR. We discuss potential complications below after describing the effect in more detail.
A magnetic field B = B 0 (cos φ B , sin φ B , 0) applied within the conducting layers can be described by a vector potential A = zẑ × B that depends on interlayer position z. The IMR ρ zz (B) is:
where f 0 (ω) is the Fermi function, and
is the product of spectral functions on adjacent layers: D 1σ (k, ω) is the spin-σ spectral function for the z = 0 layer and 
where Λ 12 = E 1k − E 2k (the Zeeman terms cancel, so we drop the spin index), and angle brackets denote an average over the
. We have
where v el is the electric current velocity of the quasiparticle (proportional to its intralayer electric current) and Ω C τ = eB 0 v el cτ. Equation (2) is similar to equations for normal metals [31] [32] [33] ; in this Letter we present a version relevant to Fermi arcs and pockets.
On a closed 2D FS, for any B there must be a set of FS points k * at which v el B. For large fields, i.e. Ω C τ ≫ 1, we expand around these FS points to find:
where
with the second derivative of Λ 12 evaluated at k * with respect to a vector perpendicular to the energy gradient. The resistance is linear in field [33, 34] for any orientation of B. To make the connection with the underdoped cuprates we consider the following model spectral function [16, 35] that captures pocket or arc models with appropriate parameter choices:
If the FS is open (like in a quasi
, ξ k is a (normal metallic) band energy and ∆ k is the pseudogap.
Closed Fermi pockets can be realized by taking µ k to be positive near nodes k n , which are located where ξ k = 0 on the zone diagonal [11] [12] [13] 16] . This gives a pocket Fermi surface E k− = 0. The spectral weight v 2 k suppresses one side of the pocket, making the model consistent with observed spectral arcs. Assuming well-defined quasiparticles exist, γ is smaller than relevant band parameters including µ k n . The current is thus dominated by the band with pockets (the second term in Eq. (4)).
The crucial property of pockets is that the current velocity v el = ∇E k− is normal to the pocket surface. Every direction in the layer is represented by the velocity v el somewhere on the pocket (see Fig. 1 ). This is true despite the anisotropic spectral weight. For, upon adding the total interlayer current of two pockets on opposite sides of the Brillouin zone, the spectral factors combine to give one full pocket out of the two partially hidden ones. Any model with quasiparticle current that sweeps through all directions belongs to the quasi 2D class of FS to which Eq. (3) applies.
Open Fermi arcs can be modeled using Eq. (4) with the pseudogap taken to be zero in a range of directions near the diagonal, turning on suddenly at arc ends [23] . On arcs, ξ k = ∆ k = 0, we have a normal metal but beyond the arcs quasiparticles are gapped. Open arcs also occur [14, 16] for the usual d-wave BCS spectral function (with µ k = 0 and ∆ k = ∆ 0 (cos k x − cos k y ) in Eq. 
When the field is in the antinodal direction φ B = 0, we have ρ(B) ∝ B 2 at high field. For the nodal field orientation φ B = π/4 the resistance saturates at ρ(B)/ρ(0) = 2. These two extreme cases result from there being, respectively, none or all of the charge on the arc moving parallel to B.
In is known to give rise to universal transport behavior [37] . Large values of γ (linear in T with magnitude growing to at least ∆ 0 ≈ 50 meV) have been used to fit ARPES spectra [11, 16] but since only small values of Ω C τ could be attained if γ was so large, the QOs cannot be attributed to BCS-type arcs in the dirty limit either.
We considered the dirty limit ∆ 0 >> γ >> k B T (the first inequality is needed to make Ω C τ > 1 possible). One interesting feature arises: since an entire arc is rigidly energy-shifted by the orbital effect of field (a result that follows from the fact that the field couples to v b , which varies little over The interlayer matrix element favors antinodal regions, which may not be well-described by Eq.
(2) and make an additive (presumably weakly-anisotropic) current contribution. As long as arcs are not too small, it should be possible for nodal contributions (i.e. any contribution from the spectral arc) to be extracted. Towards this end, it may be helpful to consider thallium-cuprates, the crystal symmetry of which results in a matrix element that vanishes in antinodal directions (as well as nodal directions) [24] . The suppression of antinodal regions will increase the relative contribution of the spectral arcs (compared to most other cuprates where t ⊥ (k) is maximal at antinodes). Hence, in thallium cuprates, one need not be as concerned with the possible IMR contribution of antinodal electron pockets [22] .
In conclusion, we have described calculations of the interlayer magnetoresistance for two qualitatively distinct classes of theoretical models for the Fermi surface in underdoped cuprate su-perconductors. These results are significant because they clearly show that measurements of the dependence of the IMR on the direction of the magnetic field should distinguish between closed
Fermi pockets and open Fermi arcs.
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